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Objective. To determine the discourses on professional identity in pharmacy education over the last century in North America and which one(s) currently dominate.

Methods. A Foucauldian critical discourse analysis using archival resources from the American Journal of Pharmaceutical Education (AJPE) and commissioned education reports was used to expose the identity discourses in pharmacy education.

Results. This study identified five prominent identity discourses in the pharmacy education literature: apothecary, dispenser, merchandiser, expert advisor, and health care provider. Each discourse constructs the pharmacist’s professional identity in different ways and makes possible certain language, subjects, and objects. The health care provider discourse currently dominates the literature. However, an unexpected finding of this study was that the discourses identified did not shift clearly over time, but rather piled up, resulting in students being exposed to incompatible identities.

Conclusion. This study illustrates that pharmacist identity constructs are not simple, self-evident, or progressive. In exposing students to incompatible identity discourses, pharmacy education may be unintentionally impacting the formation of a strong, unified healthcare provider identity, which may impact widespread practice change.
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INTRODUCTION

Professional identity formation, which is the development of professional values, actions, and aspirations, is gaining momentum as a movement for health professions educational reform.1-5 Nowhere is this movement stronger than in medical education.1-3 In 2010, the Carnegie Foundation brought the issue to the forefront, stating: “professional identity formation should be the backbone of medical education.”6 Similar development in pharmacy education is lagging behind.4,7,9 The paucity of research exploring professional identity in pharmacy makes it difficult for educators to incorporate identity formation into curricula effectively.7 Yet it is more important than ever that pharmacists embody a clear identity, as boundaries and scopes of practice are continuously being renegotiated, and if not careful, pharmacists risk losing their professional status.10-12 A solid professional identity can facilitate the internal regulation of pharmacists, as well as enable confidence for members to practice effectively.11-13 The increased emphasis on professional identity formation in health professions education, combined with the lack of research specific to pharmacy, present an opportunity to redefine the 21st century pharmacist.

Pharmacy is a profession with a long history of status, power, and societal importance.7,12-15 However, it has been challenged over the last century as most of its traditional roles have changed significantly due to societal transformations such as mass manufacturing of pharmaceuticals and the widespread public availability of drug information.15,16 The profession is continuously reconstructing and predominantly relying on pharmacy education and the renewal of pharmacy curricula as its change agents.7,17 This is evidenced by significant curricular changes across North America and the United Kingdom (UK), resulting in Doctor of Pharmacy degrees (PharmD)
and Master of Pharmacy degrees (MPharm) as entry to practice requirements.\textsuperscript{18-21} The driving force is the development of a new breed of “patient-centered, clinical pharmacists,” with the focus mainly on professionalism and professional values, which alone are insufficient for the formation of a professional identity.\textsuperscript{7,8,9} Recent research suggests that pharmacy graduates are unable to enact patient-centered ways of being a pharmacist,\textsuperscript{22-24} suggesting that reconstructing a professional identity is more complex than curricular reform alone.\textsuperscript{7,8} Evidence suggests that pharmacy students do not have strong perceptions of their professional identity.\textsuperscript{25,26} Morison and O’Boyle compared first-year nursing, medicine, dental, and pharmacy students’ perceptions of the professional identity of their respective disciplines.\textsuperscript{25} Pharmacy students struggled to identify roles that made their profession distinct. While nursing and medicine students had clear ideas about what it meant to belong to their profession, pharmacy students struggled to describe belonging and explained their identities by how they differed from medicine. Pharmacy students had a stronger grasp of a doctor’s role than of their own future professional role.\textsuperscript{25} This may, in part, be a result of the lack of a common professional identity within pharmacy in contrast to a clearer and commonly accepted professional identity within a field such as medicine.\textsuperscript{25,26}

Unfortunately, the story is no different in practice. Practicing pharmacists continue to grapple with their identity and unique contribution to the health care system.\textsuperscript{10,24,27} Elvey and colleagues have noted that “pharmacists have been variously characterized as makers of medicine, as pill pushers, pill counters and bottle labelers, as health advisers, as medicine experts, as managers, as entrepreneurs, as public health experts, as clinicians, and as substitutes for general practitioners.”\textsuperscript{10} This high number of identities suggests confusion within the profession itself, and likely contributes to role ambiguity and pharmacy students’ lack of clear ownership of what pharmacists should contribute to the health care system.\textsuperscript{10} Without a better understanding of its identity, the pharmacy profession is at risk of being perpetually caught in the hamster wheel of identity evolution: constantly seeking a new role, but never knowing when they have arrived.

Pharmacy has an opportunity to learn from its storied past and transform itself to meet the challenges of today’s health care practice, or risk becoming obsolete. By exploring pharmacists’ identities of the past, new possibilities for future identities can be made visible. The objectives of this study were to explore the professional identity discourses in pharmacy education over the last century in North America and determine which one(s) currently dominate.

**METHODS**

This study was theoretically informed by the works of Michel Foucault, a prominent French scholar whose perspectives can be of significant value to framing health professions education research.\textsuperscript{28-31} Foucault wrote actively between 1960-1980, with famous works covering topics such as the birth of clinical medicine, psychiatry, and many other areas.\textsuperscript{28,30,31} His research methodology was historical and archival in nature \textsuperscript{28,32} and was associated with numerous concepts and ideas, including discourse and discourse analysis.\textsuperscript{30-33}

Critical discourse analysis regards language as a social practice.\textsuperscript{35,36} It takes particular interest in the relation between language and power.\textsuperscript{35} A fully critical account of discourse requires a theorization and description of both the social processes and structures that give rise to the production of a text, and of the social structures and processes within which individuals or groups create meanings in their interaction with texts, also known as archives.\textsuperscript{37} Consequently, three concepts figure indispensably in all critical discourse analysis: the concept of power, the concept of history, and the concept of ideology.\textsuperscript{35}

For this study, a Foucauldian informed critical discourse analysis was used because it allows for the examination of language and practices of pharmacists and institutions (universities, hospital pharmacy, community pharmacy) with the goal of understanding how these practices shape and limit the ways that individuals and institutions can think, speak, and conduct themselves.\textsuperscript{33,35,37} As noted by Hodges and colleagues, to undertake a Foucauldian discourse analysis is to study “how particular discourses construct, systematically, different versions of the social world.”\textsuperscript{28} This involves the analysis of text and language, but also the examination of the roles of individuals and institutions that are made possible by particular ways of thinking and seeing the world.\textsuperscript{28,34} The goal is to study constructs that might be considered “natural” in order to show how each is, in fact, a product of specific power/knowledge relationships founded on a series of repeated and legitimized statements, known as truth statements.\textsuperscript{28,34} The examination of truth statements allows for better understanding of what is taken for granted at different points in history, thus allowing for reimagining of possibilities. Foucault believed that discontinuities in knowledge appeared at different points in time, with no single “truth” being better or worse than another.\textsuperscript{31,36}

The concept of archaeology, according to Foucault, involves digging up bits of language to reconstruct ideas and practices of the past as well as the present.\textsuperscript{34} This approach to discourse analysis is useful as it helps to focus attention on the way truths have been used in different
ways at different times. In this approach, changes or ruptures in the kinds of statements being made are important as they signal shifts in ways of thinking and in the rules governing discourse production. This is important as discourses encompass elements beyond ways of thinking and speaking, including the roles people can play, the institutions that govern, and the different object and subject positions. For this analysis, the term subjects referred to the social construction of individuals or collectives who felt, thought, and acted in certain ways as a result of the discourse. Objects referred to the material things that were made possible as a result of the discourse. Overall, a Foucauldian approach allows one to challenge assumptions, thus creating opportunities for alternative ways of seeing the issues at hand.

**Data Sources and Analysis**

A Foucauldian critical discourse analysis requires an archive be created for analysis purposes. In a Foucauldian sense, an archive is “the general system of the formation and transformation of statements.” More simply put, the archive is the collection of historical artifacts (ie, texts) that contain the discourses to be investigated. The archive was limited to publications in the *American Journal of Pharmaceutical Education* from its inception in 1937, plus key reports commissioned by the American Association of Colleges of Pharmacy (AACP) and publications of the Association of Faculties of Pharmacy of Canada (AFPC) published since 1900. The key commissioned reports included were: Basic Material for a Pharmaceutical Curriculum, The Pharmaceutical Survey, Pharmacists for the Future, and The Commission to Implement Change in Pharmaceutical Education. These sources were chosen specifically as they represent key voices, organizations, and publications in pharmacy education, and thus reflect important conversations of the time, but balance size and robustness of included materials.

To compile the archive for analysis, the table of contents for each issue of the *Journal* was reviewed. Any articles, editorials, commentaries, or public addresses that referred to the professional role or identity of the pharmacist in either practice or education was retrieved and read in full. This study relied on published texts only, so research ethics board approval was not required. The data analysis was informed by the methods of Jager and Maier, in *Methods of Critical Discourse Studies*, 3rd edition. The analysis centered on an examination of the following ideas within the texts: In what ways are pharmacists and their professional identities described at different times over the past century? How did these descriptions and ideas influence different audiences (eg, pharmacists, students, educators and researchers)?

The texts in the archive were processed using an iterative analytic approach in which they were examined for truth statements about pharmacist identity, language used to describe identities, and subjects and objects made possible by the different identities. The texts were analyzed for irregularities until a stable description of various discourses emerged. The first author read each text in the archive and kept field notes. The notes included descriptions and/or discussions regarding professional roles or identities, quotes, subjects taught, faculty composition, and changes to degree titles and/or duration of training. During the data collection phase, the first author and the last author had regular meetings where they discussed patterns that were present in the analysis. The discussions aimed to distinguish the patterns that constituted discourses through identifying and refining truth statements, language, subjects, and objects produced by or linked to the discourses. The entire team was involved in review to ensure that the results were comprehensive and clear.

**RESULTS**

The documents retrieved for the analysis included predominantly commissioned education reports, editorials, commentaries, historical papers, position papers, and a small number of empirical studies. The date range of material included in the archive spans from 1937 to 2018. The archive contained more than 40 texts, encompassing over 500 pages. Five major identity discourses were identified: apothecary, dispenser, merchandiser, expert advisor, and health care provider. The features of each discourse, including the truth statements each embodies, the subjects and objects each enables, and the language each employ are described below and summarized in Tables 1 and 2. Importantly, although these discourses are distinct, they are not mutually exclusive. In fact, an unexpected finding of this study was that the identity discourses did not have clear shifts from one to another. Rather, elements of each identity were carried forward, but not in the sense that they were building on each other, but in ways that often were incompatible. We called this finding “discursive pile-ups.”

The central truth statement regarding the apothecary identity construct is that of “medicine maker.” The apothecary was a person who combined the art and science of medicines to care for patients. Apothecaries practiced a mixture of medicine and pharmacy. The professional status of the apothecary was highly regarded, similar to that of the doctor or the priest. Apothecaries learned their trade by apprenticeship, often working with physicians. There were no formal institutions for pharmacy education so apprentices would work alongside a master, rendering seven years of service in exchange for
learning the “mysteries of the trade.” These early days of pharmacy practice illustrate an important role for the profession within society, even in the absence of formal university training. Over time, as pharmacy education became more formalized, the discourse surrounding the apothecary carried a nostalgic tone, referencing the “good old days” and a desire to return to this identity construct, particularly because of the significant professional status afforded the apothecary and the rising threat that the profession would be corporatized. The language used to describe the apothecary in the archive is admirable: a man who was available to the community, who provided

Table 1. Apothecary, Druggist, and Merchandiser Discourses Within the Pharmacy Education Literature (1937-2018)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Symbol/Image</td>
<td>Mortar and Pestle</td>
<td>Corner Drug Store</td>
<td>Villain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concept/Truth</td>
<td>“A medicine maker”</td>
<td>“An upstanding citizen”</td>
<td>“Business man”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statements</td>
<td>“A man of priestly veneration”</td>
<td>“Pinnacle of the community”</td>
<td>“Responsible for demise of profession”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objects made</td>
<td>Compounded medicines</td>
<td>Scientific graduate programs</td>
<td>Quota systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>possible by the</td>
<td>Apprenticeships</td>
<td>Curriculum grounded in basic science</td>
<td>Retail shopping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>discourse</td>
<td></td>
<td>Pharmaceutical industry financing of drug discovery/research</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects made</td>
<td>Apprentices</td>
<td>Basic science faculty members</td>
<td>Corporate owners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>possible by the</td>
<td>Master pharmacists</td>
<td>Graduate students in pharmaceutical science programs</td>
<td>Pharmacist managers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>discourse</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Pharmacist retailers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Representative</td>
<td>“The friends of the sick were obliged to call in the aid of the apothecaries, who readily forsook their shops to visit their bedsides.”</td>
<td>“We present the picture of the typical pharmacist...his personality and character should be of a high degree of competence...a valuable source of information...on scientific matters...”</td>
<td>“The development of the chain drug store idea has been a potent factor in the destruction of professional ideals and standards in pharmacy...”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quotations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Expert Advisor and Health Care Provider Discourses Within the Pharmacy Education Literature (1937-2018)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Symbol/Image</td>
<td>Advice Giver</td>
<td>White Coat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concept/Truth</td>
<td>“Provider of expert knowledge”</td>
<td>“Health care provider”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statements</td>
<td>“Advisor of physicians”</td>
<td>“Pharmacist clinician”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objects made</td>
<td>Clinical, knowledge-based curriculum</td>
<td>Doctor of Pharmacy degree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>possible by the</td>
<td>Residency programs</td>
<td>Expanded post-graduate training programs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>discourse</td>
<td>Drug information centers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects made</td>
<td>Pharmacist consultant role</td>
<td>Clinical Faculty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>possible by the</td>
<td>Drug information pharmacists</td>
<td>Pharmacist Clinicians</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>discourse</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Representative</td>
<td>“Moreover there is no evidence that doctors to any significant extent consult retail pharmacists for advice about drugs or incompatibilities.”</td>
<td>“The mission of pharmacy is to render pharmaceutical care.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quotations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
medical care to those from all socioeconomic backgrounds, particularly during times of great need, such as during the Great Plague. The subjects made possible by this discourse are that of apprentice and master pharmacist. The objects enabled are compounded medicines and apprenticeships. This identity has a legitimate social role, similar to that of medicine.

The central truth statement in the dispenser discourse is a dual one of “man of character” and “man of science.” There is a strong emphasis on the upstanding place of the dispenser in the community, with a prominent focus on the professional role outweighing commercial interests. The dispenser identity is associated with predominantly dispensing of medications, as well as some compounding of agents not commercially available, the provision of information related to public health, and as a source of scientific information to the layman due to accessibility. The community pharmacy is seen as a pinnacle of the community. The language used is heavily grounded in moral ethics and personality traits deemed to be associated with strong character. There is also a science component, and reference to the dispenser as a “scientist.” From this dispenser discourse, new subjects and objects are made possible. For example, this discourse enables an increase in basic science tenured faculty members, the development of scientific graduate programs, a curriculum grounded in the basic sciences, and a role for the pharmaceutical industry to finance drug discovery. In addition, the dispenser discourse is associated with filling prescriptions, some manufacturing of products, and the provision of health information. These activities were all legitimate ways in which pharmacists served patients and society.

The central truth statement in the merchandiser discourse is that this pharmacist identity is purely commercialized and, as such, undesirable. This discourse is burdened with the blame of the loss of status of the profession. The language used is aggressive and accusatory in nature. It is discussed predominantly in editorials, with a strong opinion to move away from identities associated with commercial pharmacy practice. There is concern over the role of the corporate employer and the conflict between serving the public and serving the corporation, with corporate culture trumping and dictating professional roles. A tension is experienced in this discourse in the archive as it is seen to be incompatible with the health care provider discourse, yet paradoxically the majority of current pharmacy graduates will practice in a commercial pharmacy environment. The subjects and objects made possible by the merchandiser discourse relate to business and profit. This discourse enables prescription volumes and quota systems to generate revenue. It also leads to the creation of pharmacy manager positions within the chain drug store setting. It enables a business-oriented curriculum and administrative courses. The corporate pharmacy institutions gain power with this discourse and the individual “staff” pharmacist experiences reduced professional autonomy. Throughout the archive, the merchant discourse is undervalued and associated with resentment, as it is felt to contribute to loss of professional status and power in pharmacy.

The central truth statement of the expert advisor identity positions pharmacy as a knowledge system. Within this discourse, pharmacists take on a consultant or expert advisor role to physicians specifically. The patient is largely absent in the advisor discourse. The language used shifts to be more clinical in nature than in previous discourses; however, it lacks the patient as a potential advisee.

The clinical pharmacy movement is housed within this discourse, in which pharmacists can apply complex drug information and knowledge to improve health outcomes. The language is very encouraging and positions pharmacists as partners with physicians. A contradiction exists within this discourse in the archive in that physicians have not yet bought into this pharmacist expert identity. Also of note, this is the first time in the texts where the language explicitly suggests subordination in relation to the medical doctor. This discourse reinforces the view of the pharmacist as an advisor without decision-making authority. The subjects created by this discourse include pharmacist consultants and drug information pharmacists. The objects made possible are curricula with increased clinical and drug information content, as well as pharmacy residency programs, and drug information centers. This discourse emphasizes career paths related to dissemination of knowledge.

The central truth statement of the health care provider discourse is that pharmacists take accountability and responsibility for the outcomes of drug therapy in their patients. This discourse is housed in the pharmaceutical care movement. The language used in this discourse is assertive and authoritative. It seeks to reaffirm pharmacy as a legitimate health profession as long as pharmacists care for patients and take responsibility for drug outcomes. The subjects created by this discourse are predominantly clinicians and clinical faculty members. The objects made possible are the Doctor of Pharmacy (PharmD) degree, which is rooted in a clinically focused curriculum. It includes expanded training that incorporates physical assessment, immunizations, and increased experiential requirements. The PharmD degree comes with the title “Doctor” and adds an extra year of training, making the minimum time for completion of the
degree six years. The health care provider discourse gives power to patient care. It seeks legitimacy through titles and patient care activities that mimic those of physicians. At the same time, it undervalues anything resembling the dispensing and merchant discourses by making them less legitimate.

**DISCUSSION**

This study identified five discourses in the pharmacy education literature related to the professional identities of pharmacists in North America over the last century. Currently, the health care provider discourse is dominant. It was born out of the desire of academic leaders to reprofessionalize pharmacy; hence, it is positioned in the archive as a “savior.” However, 50 years later the profession is still trying to actualize this identity in practice. Because of the paucity of research, it is unclear whether our educational institutions have been unsuccessful in socializing students to the health care provider identity, or if our practice settings undo this identity, or a combination of both. One potential explanation relates to our finding that there have been no clear discursive shifts from one identity construct to another in pharmacy education. Rather, this study exposed discursive “pile-ups” which occur when elements of previous identity discourses remain in the formal and/or hidden curriculum and impact learners’ abilities to fully form new collective identities. The different discourses are incompatible with each other, particularly the dispenser, merchant, and health care provider discourses. Educational settings value the health care provider discourse, while portraying the dispenser and merchant as less important and desirable. This creates confusion and tension for trainees and new pharmacy graduates because, in many cases, the health provider identity they aspire to during their education is in direct opposition to what they later experience in practice settings. Difficulty enacting the health care provider role may contribute to pharmacists’ dissatisfaction in the workplace and impact workforce retention, uptake of professional responsibilities, and future enrollment in pharmacy programs.

Within contemporary education, the health care provider construct is given significant legitimacy and is seen by many as professional evolution. From a Foucauldian perspective, history is not progressive; hence, the health care provider identity is not a sign of progression but rather the professional identity currently associated with the most legitimacy in the social world. The health care provider identity most resembles the identity of medicine; hence, it is associated with more power than other identities. By challenging the assumption that the health care provider identity is an inevitable progression, one is able to make visible other ways of being for pharmacy and broadens the tent within which different individuals with different interests and strengths may be able to all claim allegiance to and legitimacy within the profession called pharmacy.

Pharmacy continues to renegotiate its place in modern society. On the one hand, pharmacy’s attempts to transform can be viewed as a strength, illustrating the profession’s robust adaptability and resilience in an ever-changing health care environment. On the other hand, it is a vulnerability in that it challenges the formation of a solid professional identity. A profession whose roles, responsibilities, and identities are constantly changing may be perceived by members of the public as unstable, unpredictable, and ultimately unreliable. In addition, socializing pharmacy students to a professional endpoint that is a moving target has challenged pharmacy educators for close to a century, resulting in curricular changes that are not designed with identity formation as a main goal. Pharmacy educators and leaders have been well intentioned in their attempts to transform the professional identity of pharmacists over time; however, they have been largely unsuccessful. Based on this study, a potential consequence of pharmacy’s ongoing quest for professional legitimacy is the accumulation of discursive identity pile-ups which inadvertently create conditions that make it challenging for pharmacy students to fully adopt the health care provider identity. As a result, it is plausible that students graduate with a fragile professional identity that can be easily shifted to another identity based on what is experienced in practice. This impacts the ability of the profession to fully enact the health care provider identity broadly, which further confuses the pharmacist’s role in modern society. This finding opens up new ways of conceptualizing pharmacist identity moving forward.

This work focused on a selection of pharmacy education literature specific to North America (but predominantly from the United States), where scholarship in pharmacy education has been historically dominant and influential. As such, the predominant identity discourses identified may be different outside of North America or with an archive that included a different journal as its base. In addition, the inclusion of a larger variety of artefacts in the archive, such as interviews with pharmacy leaders, as well as curriculum documents, organizational academic plans, and different journals, may have added further understanding to the discourses identified or introduced new ones.

This study highlights interesting opportunities for future research exploring how professional identity formation is embedded in curriculum, as well as how
pharmacy students perceive their identity. A closer examination of the pharmaceutical care discourse is also warranted as it may shed light on the gaps between identity constructs in education and practice, and why the health care provider identity is considered the natural professional evolution for pharmacy.

CONCLUSION

This critical discourse analysis opens up the possibility that pharmacist identity constructs are not simple, self-evident, or progressive. When multiple discourses interplay, those using them need to understand their impact on student identity formation, specifically during the professional education years, and how it translates into their practice environment. This study helps pharmacy expose the identity constructs from the past that remain alive in the present and which can inform needed professional changes moving forward. It also serves as an example for other professions that seek to renegotiate professional identities and roles in the future.
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